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SECTION - A 

1. The sum of the place value of two 7’s in 3572876 is  

            a)  70070        b) 70007         c)  70700           d) 77000  

  2.       The successor of 4500899 is 

            a)  4510000   b) 4500810      c) 4500900        d)  4501000   

 3.        The additive identity of whole numbers is 

           a)   1               b)  0                 c)  10                 d)  none of these   

4. Which property states that the product of two whole numbers is a whole number? 

           a)  Commutative     b) Associative       c) Closure       d) Distributive 

 

SECTION - B 

5.         Make the smallest and the greatest possible 6-digit numbers using the digits 3,1,5,4,0,7.                                                                                                                                                      

6. Write the following in words. 

            a) 19,04,261 

            b) 170,017,017                                                                                  

7. Give the answer for each in Roman numerals. 

             a)    XCV – LXXV 

             b)    DCL +  CLXV 

 8.        Estimate the difference by rounding off the numbers to nearest hundreds of 781 -309. 

SECTION – C 

9.  Rohan travels 5km 455m towards north , 14km 317m towards west and  20km 222m towards     

             south. Calculate the total distance travelled by him. 

10. a) Write down the three consecutive numbers succeeding 4256. 

       b) A vessel has 500ml of curd. How much curd will be there in 100 such vessels?   

 

11.   Mohit buys 40 chairs and 40 tables. If a chair costs ₹ 375 and  a table costs ₹ 125, find the total    

        money spent by him on tables and  chairs. 

12.      Find the product by expanding brackets. 

            a)  325 × 108 

            b) 176 × 99      



SECTION-D 

 

13.    Kashish bought 4 kg 650 gm of flour, 3 kg 250 gm of rice, 1 kg 750 gm sugar and  500 gm of  salt.    

         Find the total weight of the items bought by her.               

 

14.    A student multiplied  8245  by 35 instead of 32. By how much was his answer greater than the   

         correct answer?  

15.   Simplify by using suitable properties. 

(a) 23 + 446 +377 + 54 

(b) ( 649 X 8 ) + (649 + 2 ) 

(c) 3157 X 16 – 3157 X 6 

16.  A merchant had ₹ 80290 with him. He placed an order for purchasing 50 ceiling fans at ₹ 1200    

      each. How much money will remain with him after the purchase? 
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